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The Treasury of Oz
The Wonderful World of Oz
Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and find out what inspired the forthcoming
film blockbuster Oz: The Great and Powerful

The Wonderful Wizard Of Oz By Lyman Baum (New Fully
Colorful, Illustrated & Annotated Volume)
Since it was first published in 1900, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz has enchanted
readers of all ages with its lovable characters, gentle humor, and quiet wisdom.
This complete and unabridged edition of L. Frank Baum's beloved classic invites a
new generation of readers to travel down that Yellow Brick Road with the delightful
little girl from Kansas and her unusual friends. Dorothy, her little dog Toto, the Tin
Woodman, Scarecrow, and the Cowardly Lion will charm boys and girls of today as
much as they delighted children nearly a century ago as they set out on an
exciting quest for the elusive Wizard of Oz. Along the way, they'll encounter the
Wicked Witch of the West, the fantastic Winged Monkeys, the Queen of the Field
Mice, the kind-hearted Munchkins, and other fanciful creatures.

The Marvelous Land of Oz
This is the first book in the Oz series by L. Frank Baum. One of the true classics of
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American literature, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz has stirred the imagination of
young and old alike for over four generations. Originally published in 1900, it was
the first truly American fairy tale, as Baum crafted a wonderful story out of such
familiar items as a cornfield scarecrow, a mechanical woodman, and a humbug
wizard who used old-fashioned hokum to express that universal theme, "There's no
place like home.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Follow the yellow brick road! Delight children while enriching their library with this
classic American tale of courage, brains, and heart, now available as an elegant,
giftable picture book

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Con CD Audio
The Wonderful Wizard of OZThe story that taught the world "there's no place like
home"In this fairy tale so magical that it seems every child is born knowing it, a
tornado transports Dorothy Gale and her dog, Toto, from the flat prairies of Kansas
to the marvelous Land of Oz. A fantastic journey soon follows, as Dorothy travels a
yellow brick road in search of a sorcerer with the power to send her home. Joining
her are the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion, each of whom
has a wish just as important as Dorothy's. All of their dreams will come true if they
can only make it to the Emerald City and the wonderful Wizard of Oz.One of the
most beloved children's books of all time, L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz has inspired countless adaptations, including the classic 1939 film starring Judy
Garland.This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and
readability on all devices.

The Wiz
The premier American fantasy adventure gets the Merry Marvel treatment! Eisner
Award-winning writer/artist Eric Shanower teams up with fan-favorite artist Skottie
Young to bring L. Frank Baum's beloved classic to life! When Kansas farm girl
Dorothy flies away to the magical Land of Oz, she fatally flattens a Wicket Witch,
liberates a Scarecrow and is hailed by the Munchkin people as a great sorceressbut
all she really wants to know is: how does she get home? Wonderful Wizard of Oz
(2008) #1-8.

A Study Guide for L. Frank Baum's "The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz"
The Wiz : adapted from "The wonderful Wizard of Oz" by L. Frank Baum.

"The Annotated & Illustrated" (Children Book)
Dorothy visits the magical land of Oz, returns with her Aunt Em and Uncle Henry,
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and helps Princess Ozma try to prevent the Skeezers and Flatheads from fighting

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz illustrated by W. W. Denslow.The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz (/ɒz/) is an American children's novel written by author L. Frank Baum, originally
published by the George M. Hill Company in Chicago on May 17, 1900. It has since
seen several reprints, most often under the title The Wizard of Oz, which is the title
of the popular 1902 Broadway musical adaptation as well as the iconic 1939
musical film adaptation.The story chronicles the adventures of a young farm girl
named Dorothy in the magical Land of Oz, after she and her pet dog Toto are
swept away from their Kansas home by a cyclone. The novel is one of the bestknown stories in American literature and has been widely translated. The Library of
Congress has declared it "America's greatest and best-loved homegrown fairytale".
Its groundbreaking success and the success of the Broadway musical adapted from
the novel led Baum to write thirteen additional Oz books that serve as official
sequels to the first story.Baum dedicated the book "to my good friend & comrade,
My Wife", Maud Gage Baum. In January 1901, George M. Hill Company completed
printing the first edition, a total of 10,000 copies, which quickly sold out. The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz sold three million copies by the time it entered the public
domain in 1956.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
An eight-volume, graphic novel adaptation of L. Frank Baum's tales of Dorothy, a
little girl from Kansas who is blown by a storm to the magical land of Oz, where she
has amazing adventures while trying to get home.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Coloring Book
The Wonderful Wizard Of Oz Gangster Style is a laugh out loud version of the
original story by L. Frank Baum. This is a hilarious adaptation of the original story
that is guaranteed to make you cry with laughter, a work of comic genius. This
parody of the original story will literally make you fall off your seat because you will
be laughing so hard! Enjoy!! Any profits made from the sale of this book will go
towards supporting the Freeriver Community project, a project that aims to support
community and encourage well-being. To learn more about the Freeriver
Community project please visit the website- www.freerivercommunity.com

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz: The Classic, Bestselling Lyman Frank Baum Novel"You
have plenty of courage, I am sure," answered Oz. "All you need is confidence in
yourself. There is no living thing that is not afraid when it faces danger. The true
courage is in facing danger when you are afraid, and that kind of courage you have
in plenty." Lyman Frank Baum's classic novel, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz 神奇的奧茲巫師(ESL/EFL 英漢對照繁體版)
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Dorothy is a farm girl from Kansas. She is lonely and dreams of a better place, so
she plans to run away. During a tornado she is transported to a land beyond the
rainbow where she meets magical characters. After lots of adventures she and her
friends are rewarded by the Wizard of Oz and she is enabled to go back home to
Kansas. The Express Publishing Showtime Readers is a brand new series of books
at four levels, which introduce students to classic children's stories in English,
using a unique approach with special emphasis on dramatisation. Students first
enjoy the story as a reading text in several two-page episodes with beautiful
illustrations. Each episode is accompanied by language activities to help
comprehension and consolidate learning. The same story is then brought to life as
a complete musical play which students can perform at the end of the school year.
Each reader includes a biography of the author, a brief summary of the plot,
character descriptions and a picture dictionary. The accompanying audio CDs
provide a fully-dramatised recording of both the reading text and the play,
together with all songs, incidental music and sound effects. The Teacher's book
includes a key to the reading activities, plus the playscript with full stage
directions, sheet music and lyrics for all the songs, as well as detailed suggestions
about choreography, set design and construction, costumes and more. For classes
without sufficient time to stage a full production of the play, there are charming
cutout characters to be used in a puppet theatre presentation.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz: a 1900 American Children's Novel
Written by Author L. Frank Baum and Illustrated by W. W.
Denslow
After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy must seek out the great
wizard in order to return to Kansas.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and Glinda of Oz
Dorothy is a young girl who lives with her Aunt Em and Uncle Henry and her little
dog Toto on a Kansas farm. One day, Dorothy and Toto are caught up in a cyclone
that deposits her farmhouse into Munchkin Country in the magical Land of Oz. The
falling house has killed the Wicked Witch of the East, the evil ruler of the
Munchkins. The Good Witch of the North arrives with the grateful Munchkins and
gives Dorothy the magical Silver Shoes that once belonged to the witch.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (/ɒz/) is an American children's novel written by author
L. Frank Baum and illustrated by W.W. Denslow, originally published by the George
M. Hill Company in Chicago on May 17, 1900. It has since seen several reprints,
most often under the title The Wizard of Oz, which is the title of the popular 1902
Broadway musical adaptation as well as the iconic 1939 live-action film

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Annotated
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本書是“百萬英語閱讀計劃”叢書——英漢對照中級英語系列讀物第I輯之13，適合已掌握1500基本英語詞彙的讀者閱讀。
百萬英語閱讀計劃(Million-Word Reading Project, MWRP)是專門為將英語作為第二語言或外語的學習者（ESL/EFL le
arners）設計的英語閱讀提高計劃，讀者對象為已掌握1500基本英語詞彙的讀者（相當於初級英語），通過２年、每天約15分鐘的閱讀能達到中級
英語水平，掌握3000多單詞和大量的短語，熟練掌握英語的各種句子結構，並能閱讀一般英語原著。 本書文本統計信息詳見下表，供選擇時參考：
【文本統計】 可讀性值 | 81.58 總字數 | 27145 1500詞外詞數 | 1392 1500詞外詞條數 | 303 生詞率(%) | 5.13
生詞率（按詞條）(%) | 1.12 生詞複現率 | 4.59 複現5次以上生詞數目 | 53 複現2次以上生詞數目 | 147 【內容簡介】 多蘿西（D
orothy）和她心愛的小狗托托（Toto）住在位於堪薩斯州的叔叔家。一天，威力巨大的旋風席捲而來，將房子連同其中的多蘿西和托托一同卷上天空
。最後，小木屋落到一塊陌生的土地。當地的居民歡欣鼓舞，因為屋子落下時把一個邪惡的女巫壓死了。在北方女巫的指點下，多蘿西決定前往巫師奧茲（O
z）所居住的翡翠城（City of Emeralds），請他幫助送自己回家。途中，她先後遇見了想要大腦的稻草人、希望有一顆心臟的鐵皮樵夫以及渴望
變得勇敢的獅子。為了實現願望，他們跟隨多蘿西一同前往翡翠之城…… 原書作者L•弗蘭克•鮑姆（L. Frank Baum
1856–1919）是美國著名童話作家，著名的奧茲系列兒童小說是他的代表作，多次被搬上銀幕。

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
For generations L. Frank Baum's Land of Oz books have captured and enthralled
millions of readers. These stories are as delightful today as they were the day they
were written. Now you can thrill will Dorothy and Toto as they discover Oz in the
Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Race through the countryside with Tip and Jack
Pumpkinhead as they flee the wicked witch Mobi in The Marvelous Land of Oz.
Adventure with Ozma as she rescues Dorothy and the royal family from the evil
Nome King in Ozma of Oz. Join Dorothy as an earthquake sends her to the land of
Mangaboos and the vegetable people in Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz. Journey
with Dorothy and Toto as they meet the Shaggy Man, Button-Bright, and
Polychrome in The Road to Oz. In The Emerald City of Oz, Dorothy brings Aunt Em
and Uncle Henry along for the adventure! In The Patchwork Girl of Oz you will
accompany Ojo the Unlucky on his quest to gather the five ingredients needed to
make the antidote for the Liquid of Petrifaction to save his aunt and uncle. In Little
Wizard Stories of Oz you will thrill to six short stories with many of your favorite
friends from Oz. And in Tik-Tok of Oz you can travel with the Shaggy Man as he
struggles to rescue his brother from the Nome King. In The Scarecrow of Oz, you'll
accompany Scarecrow as he journeys to Jinxland to rescue Cap'n Bill and Trot. In
Rinkitink in Oz you can join Dorothy and the Wizard of Oz as they set off on a
rescue mission. And in The Lost Princess of Oz, Ozma and the Great Book of
Records disappear and it's up tp Dorothy to find them. In The Tin Woodman of Oz,
join the Tin Woodman, the Scarecrow, Woot, and Polychrom as they journey to
Munchkin Country to find Nimmie Amee. In The Magic of Oz, Dorothy and her
friends stop an illegal wizard from transforming people into animals. And in Glinda
of Oz, Dorothy and Ozma travel to stop a war between the Flatheads and Skeezers

The Wonderful Wizard of OZ
An annotated version of the classic tale of Dorothy's trip to Oz includes character
sources, contemporary references, and inspirations behind the 1900 classic.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, Mit 1 Audio-CD
After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy must seek out the great
Wizard in order to return to Kansas.
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz in American Popular Culture
In this fairy tale so magical that it seems every child is born knowing it, a tornado
transports Dorothy Gale and her dog, Toto, from the flat prairies of Kansas to the
marvelous Land of Oz. A fantastic journey soon follows, as Dorothy travels a yellow
brick road in search of a sorcerer with the power to send her home. Joining her are
the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion, each of whom has a wish
just as important as Dorothy's. All of their dreams will come true if they can only
make it to the Emerald City and the wonderful Wizard of Oz.

The Origin of the Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Dorothy thinks she is lost when a terrible cyclone carries her and her dog Toto to
the magical land of Oz. So she decides to go to the Emerald City and ask the
Wizard of Oz to help her go home again. On the way she meets the Scarecrow, the
Tin Woodman and the Cowardly Lion who all have a special wish to ask the Wizard.
Will the Wizard make their wishes come true? And will Dorothy find her way home?

The Wonderful Wizard of OZ by Lyman Frank Baum the New
Annotated and Illustrated Version
When a huge cyclone transports the orphan Dorothy and her little dog Toto from
Kansas to the Land of Oz, where she follows the Yellow Brick Road to the Emerald
City where the Wonderful Wizard of Oz will grant any wish. She has further
adventures in Glinda of Oz.

Adventures in Oz
The Wonderful Wizard of OZThe story that taught the world "there's no place like
home"In this fairy tale so magical that it seems every child is born knowing it, a
tornado transports Dorothy Gale and her dog, Toto, from the flat prairies of Kansas
to the marvelous Land of Oz. A fantastic journey soon follows, as Dorothy travels a
yellow brick road in search of a sorcerer with the power to send her home. Joining
her are the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion, each of whom
has a wish just as important as Dorothy's. All of their dreams will come true if they
can only make it to the Emerald City and the wonderful Wizard of Oz.One of the
most beloved children's books of all time, L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz has inspired countless adaptations, including the classic 1939 film starring Judy
Garland.This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and
readability on all devices.

Oz Before the Rainbow
Tip and his creation, Jack Pumpkin, run away to Oz where they save the city after it
is captured by girls.

The wonderful Wizard of Oz
A Study Guide for L. Frank Baum's "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz," excerpted from
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Gale's acclaimed Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Novels for Students for all of your research needs.

The Annotated Wizard of Oz
The fantasyland of Oz continues to fascinate steadfast Oz fans. They sympathize
with the tin woodsman in his need for a heart, the cowardly lion in his need for
courage, and with Dorothy as she searches for a way to return home to Kansas. In
the Origin of the Wonderful Wizard of Oz, author Michele Rubatino reveals the
mystery behind the evidence regarding the source of the maps found in Tik-Tok of
Oz. Rubatino discusses the origin of the maps that Baum claims he discovered,
rather than penned from his own imagination. The Origin of the Wonderful Wizard
of Oz provides evidence to show the maps found in the Oz books, forty of them in
all, were derived from drawing blueprints taken from the text of a King James
Version Bible dating from around 1611. This information found by Baum formed
the foundation for the creation of this fantasy series. Rubatino's discovery will help
Oz enthusiasts, theologians, and all interested in the works of Baum to decipher
the many facets he included in his stories. It will help fans gain a better
perspective on the mysteries still to be found in the Bible and the Oz series.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Annotated Book For Children
ILLUSTRATED EDITION This is the first book from the tales about the Fairy Land of
Oz. The story chronicles the adventures of a young farm girl named Dorothy in the
magical Land of Oz, after she and her pet dog Toto are swept away from their
Kansas home by a cyclone. The novel is one of the best-known stories in American
literature and has been widely translated.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Gangster Style
The Wonderful Wizard of OZThe story that taught the world "there's no place like
home"In this fairy tale so magical that it seems every child is born knowing it, a
tornado transports Dorothy Gale and her dog, Toto, from the flat prairies of Kansas
to the marvelous Land of Oz. A fantastic journey soon follows, as Dorothy travels a
yellow brick road in search of a sorcerer with the power to send her home. Joining
her are the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion, each of whom
has a wish just as important as Dorothy's. All of their dreams will come true if they
can only make it to the Emerald City and the wonderful Wizard of Oz.One of the
most beloved children's books of all time, L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz has inspired countless adaptations, including the classic 1939 film starring Judy
Garland.This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and
readability on all devices.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz - Illustrated (Global Classics)
Dorothy lived with her hardworking but dour Uncle Henry and Aunt Em on the
bleak Kansas prairie. She was an energetic and joyful little girl who delighted in her
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small dog, Toto. One day a dangerous cyclone swept across the prairie. Toto hid
under the bed in the farmhouse, so Dorothy did not make it into the storm cellar.
The cyclone picked up the house with Dorothy and Toto still inside. As the hours
passed, Dorothy tried to remain calm and eventually fell asleep.When she awoke
she and Toto were in a fantastical and strange land. Coming out of the house, she
and Toto were met by a few small men that called themselves Munchkins and the
elderly but beautiful Witch of the North. The Witch informed Dorothy that her
house landed on the Wicked Witch of the East and killed her, thus setting the
Munchkins free from their long slavery under her command. Dorothy was horrified
to hear that she had killed someone, but she was given a present of the Witch's
silver slippers. She asked how she could get home and the Witch told her she
would do best to ask the powerful Wizard of Oz who lived in the Emerald
City.Dorothy's journey on the yellow brick road that led to the Emerald City began
in the pretty and well-tilled land of the Munchkins. Passing a field, she encountered
The Scarecrow, whom she released from his position held aloft in the field. He told
her he wanted brains and asked if he could go with her to visit the Wizard. She
happily agreed and the two companions (and Toto) continued along the yellow
brick road to Oz. They helped save The Tin Woodman, who had rusted in the forest
while cutting down a tree. He joined them, hoping to ask the Wizard for his dearest
wish - a heart. They also met The Cowardly Lion, who, after roaring at them loudly,
sheepishly admitted he had no courage and wanted to ask Oz to grant him some
so he could be a real King of Beasts.The travelers continued along their path and
faced several obstacles. They found a large ditch in their path and had the Lion
jump over it with his friends on his back. They arrived at a field full of beautiful but
deadly poppies; Dorothy and Toto and even the Lion fell into a deep sleep. The
Scarecrow and Tin Woodman carried out Dorothy and Toto but received the help of
thousands of field mice in carrying out the Lion.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Illustrated
For generations L. Frank Baum's Land of Oz books have captured and enthraled
millions of readers. These stories are as delightful today as they were the day they
were written. This omnibus edition contains the first three books The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, The Marvelous Land of Oz, and Ozma of Oz! Now you can thrill will
Dorothy and Toto as they discover Oz, Race through the countryside with Tip and
Jack Pumpkinhead as they flee the wicked witch Mobi, and Adventure with Ozma of
Oz as she rescues Dorothy and the royal family from the evil Gnome King.

Wonderful Wizard of Oz
In the first of L. Frank Baum's time-honored Oz novels, country girl Dorothy Gale
gets whisked away by a cyclone to the fantastical Land of Oz. Dropped into the
midst of trouble when her farmhouse crushes a tyrannical sorceress, Dorothy
incurs the wrath of the Wicked Witch of the West. Dorothy is desperate to return to
her native Kansas, and, aided by the Good Witch of the North, she sets out for the
Emerald City to get help from the legendary Wizard. On her way, she meets three
unlikely allies who embody key human virtues—the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman,
and the Cowardly Lion.
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
This unique coloring book contains the well-known story abridged from L. Frank
Baum's book, as well as 61 W. W. Denslow drawings that have been adapted for
your crayons, paints or felt pens. You'll enjoy coloring Dorothy, Toto, the
Scarecrow, Glinda, and the great Oz himself, along with Munchkin Land and the
dazzling Emerald City. A selection of the Common Core State Standards Initiative.

"Annotated & Illustrated" (Bed Time Story)
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (/ɒz/) is an American children's novel written by author
L. Frank Baum and illustrated by W. W. Denslow, originally published by the
George M. Hill Company in Chicago on May 17, 1900.It has since seen several
reprints, most often under the title The Wizard of Oz, which is the title of the
popular 1902 Broadway musical adaptation as well as the iconic 1939 live-action
film.The story chronicles the adventures of a young farm girl named Dorothy in the
magical Land of Oz, after she and her pet dog Toto are swept away from their
Kansas home by a cyclone.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Helbling Readers Classics have a wide variety of Before and After Reading
activities to help and develop understanding, as well as background information,
fact files and lots of pointers for project and culture work. The stories are carefully
gradedin five levels according to internationally recognised standards and include
preparation for the Cambridge ESOL and Trinity exams.

Oz
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz is an American children's novel written by author L.
Frank Baum and illustrated by W. W. Denslow, originally published by the George
M. Hill Company in May 1900. It has since seen several reprints, most often under
the title The Wizard of Oz, which is the title of the popular 1902 Broadway musical
adaptation as well as the iconic 1939 live-action film.The story chronicles the
adventures of a young farm girl named Dorothy in the magical Land of Oz, after
she and her pet dog Toto are swept away from their Kansas home by a cyclone.
The book is one of the best-known stories in American literature and has been
widely translated. The Library of Congress has declared it "America's greatest and
best-loved homegrown fairytale." Its groundbreaking success and the success of
the Broadway musical adapted from the novel led Baum to write thirteen additional
Oz booksthat serve as official sequels to the first story. In January 1901, George M.
Hill Company completed printing the first edition, a total of 10,000 copies, which
quickly sold out. It had sold three million copies by the time it entered the public
domain in 1956

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Illustrated
Swartz reminds us in that various stage and screen dramatizations of Baum's story
preceded and influenced the 1939 film. This richly illustrated book contains many
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rare photographs, film stills, sketches, theater programs, and movie
advertisements from the different productions. Piecing together the Chicago and
Broadway stage productions (1902-3) from contemporary reviews, surviving script
pages, and published song lyrics, Swartz shows how Baum and his many
collaborators worked to transform the book into a popular theatrical attraction -often requiring significant alterations to the original story.
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